
I gave myself a hair wash & trim after this shot!

    

Namaste LoveTribe,

 A few days ago I dropped by the
Berkeley shop and there was a
spontaneous drop by of 5 of us! A
social distancing photo shoot
happened, the pictures are in this
letter. It was soooo nourishing to be
together even if briefly. It is a major
immune builder. Yes, zooming with
friends and just seeing their faces is
also great, we had a zoom gathering
of our stylist sistas last night ... fab
and fun! Yet even without the hugs it
doesn't come close (and personally I
hope it never does), to being
together in person. So, we look forward to seeing you some day soon and
hope the future has lots of hugs! In the meantime give yourself a big long
hug as you feel the arms of "The Mother" (a loving presence) surround and
love you, receiving her love. And if your sheltering alone you can give your
love out by hugging a tree. I LOVE tress!
 
Gratitude for Mothers everyday and may this Mothers Day be extra sweet.
My mothers Day gift is one of the beautiful masks below with your
purchase.  AND an additional 30% off for all products.  



This is only through Mothers Day with the CODE at checkout
MOTHERS30. After this you can still use the Code: LOVETRIBE to
get your 20% discount.

xoxo Devi

Back to business as unusual
...

Here's my current favorite
mask. It uses non toxic threads,
organic cotton, has a section for
inserting a filter, though
because of it's fit and fabric it is
better then most cloth masks
even without using an insert
filter.
It is comfortable and you can
pull in down below your chin
easily, while still wearing it, for
fresh air when no one is around
and then easily back up when
needed.
It has an additional benefit for
those wanting a neck cover
(wink wink ;).
It comes in natural and all the
colors to the left, that are
botanically dyed.

These are quality masks at $18.
Though one free as my Mothers
Day gift to go along with your
purchase through Mothers Day.

      New items added to the site and more added every few days!
                 

Discount Code: LoveTribe25

OutbackInTheTempleOfVenus.com

https://outback-in-the-temple-of-venus.myshopify.com/


Inizio dress/Ciao Milano Jacket  Eroke Dress    Capri shirt and Silk pant   Maria Grazia P dress

All orders are returnable and/or exchangeable. 
They are packed using sanitation procedures. 

More Inizio styles online now! 100% washable, no iron, wearable LINEN

 

https://outback-in-the-temple-of-venus.myshopify.com/collections/inizio


Heather in Maria Grazie Paninni (searsucker pant with jean waistnband!)  Marjie in Nor Knit dress
 

   
Clare in Johnny Was tye blouse, JW backpack and United Nude sandals Heather in Inizio linen skirt & Citron blouse

 



Maria Grazia Panizzi dress and ties (with no tying needed!)

30% off & 
Free Mask

CODE: MOTHERS30
 

Offer Expires:MAY 10,2020


